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This document describes the required changes made to the SDLSS program of the  
FLEXSTAB  Computer   Program  Sys tem  a l lowing  it to  be in t e r f aced   w i th   t he  
DYLOFLEX  Program  System. The changes  that  were  made  for  compatibility  with 
DYLOFLEX  were  made  to the 2.01  FLEXSTAB  SD&SS  program.  The  resulting  SD&SS 
program  version is compatible  with  the  NASA  ARC 1.02.00 FLEXSTAB  CPS.  Appendix 
A of this document describes the changes to specific pages in the FLEXSTAB User's 
Manual  (NASA  CR-114714).  Appendix B describes  the  changes  to  specific  pages  in  the 
FLEXSTAB Programmer's Manual (NASA CR-114715). These pages may be directly 
incorporated into the aforementioned FLEXSTAB documents giving the DYLOFLEX 
user complete documentation that is compatible to the DYLOFLEX special version of 
the  SD&SS  program. 
111 
... 
Additional  options.-In  addition to the  eight  basic  options  of  table 9.2-1, there  are 
several more  important  options.  These  are  included  as  card  sections  headed  by  the  following 
Data  Control  Cards: 
$MATRIX  PRINT  LIST SDYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
$SDSS MATRIX  OUTPUT  LIST $EXTERIOR  INFLUENCE  DATA 
$THRUST  DATA $STRUCTURAL  DATA 
SGYROSCOPIC  DATA $PRESSURE  DATA 
SACTIVE  CONTROLS  DATA $AREA  RATIO DATA 
$PERTURBATION  DATA SSPECIAL SDSS  EXECUTION 
These  options  are  exercised  by  including  the  appropriate  card  section in the  input  card  deck. 
A description of each  option  follows: 
%MATRIX  PRINT  LIST:  This  option  allows  the  printing of any  matrix  input  to  the 
SD&SS program or internally  generated by the SD&SS program. A  list of these  matrices  can 
bc found i n  appendix B, vol. 111. The uscr should  take  care  when  using  this  option  because  the 
matrix  printout rnay rcquirc: many pages (see  sec. 3.6). 
SSDSS MATRIX  OUTPUT  LIST:  This  option  allows  the user t o  select  matrices to be 
stored on output  tape  SDSSTP ill addition to  those  which  are  automatically  stored. A  list of 
matrices  can he foLml i n  appendix B of volume 111. 
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actual  configuration  geometry  can  bc  minimized  by  introducing  a  column of scalars  that will 
multiply  the  panel  area  array.  Thus.  the  calculated  pressures  can  be  made  to  act on the  true 
configuration area. Note  that  this  option can also be used to  scale  loads in order io better 
match wind tunnel data. 
SPECIAL SDSS  EXECUTION: When the  card  section is included,  the SD&SS program 
will calculate  the  aerodynamic  influence  coefficient  matrix, [Ap,] , and  store  it  onto  the 
output  tape  SDSSTP. 
Addifiotluf itzpuf.-fn addition to the  optional  card  sections  mentioned  above  and  the 
required  $STABILITY PROBLEM  DATA card  section.  there  are  two  other  card  sections 
which  are  required  for SD&SS execution.  These  are  headed by the  Data  Control  Cards 
&GENERAL  SPECIFICATIONS  and  $CONTROL  SURFACE  DATA. or STRIM CONTROL 
SURFACE  DATA.  The  input to each is simple.  but several minor  points  are  explained i n  the 
following  paragraphs. 
SGENERAL  SPECIFICATIONS:  Included i n  the  general  specifications  input on 
CARD 8 are ALTOp,  an  altitude  option,  and  ALPHAop.  an angle of attack  option. When 
ALTOp is left  blank  the  option is n o t  used and  the user must  input  the  atmospheric  condi- 
tions i n  which  the  airplane is flying. When ALTop  = ALTITUDE.  the user inputs  the  altitude. 
and  the  program  computes  the  corresponding  atmospheric  data based on the 1962 U.S. 
Sfutrdurd A f t t ~ u ~ p h c r ~  (ref. 9-1). The user may  specify a deviation  from  standard  temperature. 
The  ALPHAop  option may  be used to  set a =  0 for a11 Slender  Bodies off the plane of 
symmetry.  This  option was included so that  the  flow  about  nacelles  that are shielded by a low 
aspect  ratio wing can be more  closely  approximated.  The  rheory is that  the wing completely 
dominates  the flow immediately  below  it.  Therefore.  the  tlow  becomes parallel with  the  lower 
surface of the wing soon after passing the  leading  edge.  The nacelle is also parallel to the wing 
lower  surface. so i t  has a= 0 with  respect to its im!ncdiate tlow field regardless of the  angle of 
attack of the  airplane.  This is true only if the  nacelle is well af t  of thc  wing  leading edge and 
well inboard of the  wing  tip. 
ON CARD I O .  the user has  the  option of inputting a “derived gust velocity.” U,lc. and 
a “gust  magnification  factor,”  MF (see scc. 5.7.3.3. vol. I ) .  These  parameters  are used to caI- 
culatc the  load  factor a n d  structural  loads clue to a vertical gust  during 1-g lcvcl flight. I f  this 
option is to be uscd, the airplane  rcfercncc  motion  must bc symmetric  and  stability  problem 
2 (CONSTANT)  should I>c spccificd.  The  program  trims  the  airplane  model and then calcu- 
latus a11 incremental angle of attack. Aa, using the input  values of U,Ie and MF (see equatioll 
5.7-22. vol. I ) .  Finally, tlw program  automatically  rccxecutes i n  the  Stability Problem = 
SPECIFIED  mode, using the trim  parameters  from  the  previous case with  thc  exception  that 
angle of attack is now  taken  to be the sum of the trim  angle of attack  and A&. 
$CONTROL  SURFACE  DATA or $TRIM  CONTROL  SURFACE  DATA:  This  card  section 
is required  for every SD&SS run. I f  the  user  does  not  include  any control surfaces on his  mode], 
he  should  define  one in this  section  and  then  define  its  deflection  angle  as  zero in the 
$STABILITY PROBLEM card  section. 
There  are  three  types of control  surfaces  considered in this  card  section:  elevator (or 
longitudinal),  aileron.  and  rudder. When an  elevator is specified,  the  program  assumes  an 
identical control surface on the  opposite  side of the  plane of symmetry  that  deflects  identi- 
cally. When an  aileron  is  specified  the  program  assumes  an  identical control surface  on  the 
opposite  side of the  plane  of  symmetry  that  deflects  oppositely.  The  program  assumes  that a 
rudder is identical  to  an  aileron  except for a sign rcversal of positive  deflection.  Positive 
control  surface  deflections  are  defined  according  to  the  standard  convention. i.e.. elevator  and 
aileron  deflections (on thc right wing)  are  positive in the  sense of right-handed  rotations  about 
thc  YN-axcs of the  Thin Bodies on which  they  are  tlcfincd. 
For symmetric reference motion.  a  longitudinal  control device utust  he  defined. For coupled 
refcrence  motion, 3 1 3  aileron and rudder m u s t  O/.W be defined. 
Active  and  trim  control  surfaces  are  not  restricted  to  one  body. However, due  to 
theoretical  limitations, if there is more  than  one  control  surface  for a given motion,  the 
surfaces  cannot  be  independent.  The  relative  participation  parameter, S, provides  the link of 
dependency. As an  example,  consider  an  airplane  with  two  longitudinal  control  surfaces:  a 
canard  and  an  elevator. Both bodies  are  defined as one  longitudinal  control  surface.  The 
relative  participation  is  then  determined  by S. I f  the  canard  surface  has S = 0.5 and  the 
elevator  has S = 1.0, the  canard will deflect 0.5" for every degree of deflection  for  the ele- 
vator. With variations of  this  principle  one can define  inboard  and  outboard  ailerons,  tab 
surfaces,  and geared rnultisurface  ntdders. 
It should be stated  here  that  the  trim  control  surfaces  are  assumed  to be fixed  when 
computing  airplane  stability, even though  some of these  same  controls may also  be used in 
the  $ACTIVE  CONTROL  DATA  section. 
9.2.2 Data Deck Format 
The  general  arrangement of thc SD&SS data deck is shown i n  figure 9.2-1.  Figurcs 9.2-2 
through 9.2-1 5 illustrate  portions of the deck in more  detail. Table 9.2-3 gives the  purpose of 
each block of input  data  and  indicatcs  wlwthcr  it is rcquircd or optioxll. 
BogifIuiffg curds.-The  data casc begins with  the  following  three  cards (see fig. 9.2- I ) :  
Columns Explanation Descriptor 
CARD 1 (Format  A4.6X.15A4) 
1-10 $CASE FOR Data Control  Card-Identifies  tart  of a data case. The first  four 
I 11-70 I STABILITY DERIVATIVES AND  STATIC columns must contain $CAS. Name of program (optional)  or any other label; this is reproduced on the t i t le page of  the  printout. 
STABILITY PROGRAM 
CARD 2 (Format  18A4) 
1-72 Case identification; the  user is  free to  input any information he Case Identification 
desires. This  information is  reproduced on every page of  the 
printout. 
CARD 3 (Format  18A4) 
1-72 User Identification User identification; the user is free to input any information he 
desires. This  information is reproduced on  the t i t le  page of the 
printout. 
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Optional Recycle 
Cases (see sec. 9.2.3) 
$CASE FOR STABILITY  DEPIVATIVES AND 
STATIC STABILITY PROGRAM 
IA4 .6X .  15A4) I 
- 
- 
FIGURE  9.2-.l.-DATA  CARD  ARRANGEMENT OF THE SD&SS DATA DECK 
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OF TRIM CONTROL  DATA 
(A4 I control surfaces 
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bodies NameTB[ NPP I I 1 I I 29 
(2A4.2X.El0.01 - 
I I I First 
S I  I 32- 1 - 
(2E10.0) 
' NPP ' I I 1 I - 
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$CONTROL SURFACE DATA OR 
$TRIM CONTROL DATA 
28 
1 
FIGURE  9.2-7-DATA  CARD  ARRANGEMENT  OF  CONTROL  SURFACE  DATA 
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FIGURE  9.2-7a-DATA  CARD  ARRANGEMENT OF ACTIVE CONTROL DATA 
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FIGURE  9.2-75A.-DATA  CARD  ARRANGEMENT OF SPECIAL SDSS 
EXECUTION  DATA 
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TABLE 9.2-3.-BLOCKS OF DATA FOR THE SD&SS PROGRAM 
Data Control Card 
SCASE FOR SD&SS PROGRAM 
SGENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
SMATRIX PRINT LIST 
SDSS  MATRIX OUTPUT LIST 
$THRUST DATA 
$GYROSCOPIC DATA 
$CONTROL SURFACE DATA 
OR $TRIM CONTROL 








4-1  2 
13-15 
16-18 








To  identify the start of the  initial 
data case 
To specify  key input options and 
flight conditions 
To  print any matrix generated  or 
used by SD&SS 
To store  any matrix usad in SD&SS 
on output tape SDSSTP 
To specify the direction and location 
of the  thrust vectors 
To specify  the  gyroscopic  effects 
due to the engines 
To specify which Thin Body  panels 
will act as control surfaces 
To specify which thin body 
panels will act as active 
control surfaces 
To specify  the rtabiliw problem to 
be solved  and  the  airplane  shape as 
wel as several  key output options 
To  input user-supplied empirical 















Other blocks of data 
Can only be included i f  





Other  programs 
Data  must be in the sarn 
order as in lSlC or ESlC 
Can only k included i f  
gyroscopic  data were 
input in ESlC or lSlC 
Dat8  depends  on  GD 
paneling 
aCan be omitted for gliding flight. 
TABLE 9.2-3.-Continued 
Data Control Card 
$PERTURBATION  DATA 
$DYNAMIC  ANALYSIS 





$AREA  RATIO  DATA 
$SPECIAL SDSS 
EXECUTION 
$END OF  CASE 













To generate dynamic stability  infor- 
mation  for the $DYNAMIC 
ANALYSIS  option and TH 
To calculate the airplane's dynamic 
stability characteristics based on the 
linearized equations of motion 
To  input exterior downwash  matrices 
To  input required structural data for 
rigid cases 
To specify externally generated 
lifting  Thin Body pressures 
To alter the effective area of  Thin 
or Interference Body panels 
To specify a special SD&SS 
execution option 
lo signify the  end of a data case 
To identify the start of a recycle  data 
case (repeated for each recycle case) 















Other blocks of data 
Must be included to exe- 
cute the $DYNAMIC 
ANALYSIS  option 
Can only be used if 
$PERTURBATION 
DATA is included 
Can be used if 
$GENERAL 
SPECIFICATION 





Must be included to 
execute the TH 
program 
Must be included if 
neither lSlC nor ESlC 
was executed 
- 
ALOADS i s  the only 
program that can  ana- 
lyze each of the recycle 
data cases 







Data Control Card 
$RECYCLE DATA 
$MATRIX  PRINT  LIST 













To respecify  the  values of the  param- 
eters that are to be changed from the 
Requireda 
previous case 
To print matrices  used in this  recycle Optional 
case 
To signify  the  end of this  recycle case Required" 
To  terminate execution Required 
Relationship to 
Other  blocks of data Other  programs 
ALOADS is 
the only program 
that can  analyze 
each of the  recycle 
data cases 
aRequired if recycling option is chosen. 
Columns Explanation Descriptor 
CARD  26  (Format E10.0) 
1-10 NTABLE 
Must omit  if  CARD  23 is omitted. 
Number of entries in angular velocity, w, versus thrust, T, table (see CARD 
SET 27).  Input  CARD 26 and CARD SET  27 only if HOP = VARIABLE 





CARD SET 27 (Format 2E10.01 
Must omit  if  CARD 23 is omitted. 
Angular velocity  of engines. 
Thrust  of engines. 
Clnits - w T 
INCHES rad/sec lb 
I N/FT rad/sec Ib 
FEET rad/sec Ib 
METERS rad.'sec newtons 
- 
There are NTABLE cards in  CARD SET  27 with thrust increasing 
monotonically. 
Columns Explanation Descriptor 
CARD  28  (Format  A4) 
1-21 $CONTROL 
SURFACE DATA or 
$TRIM  CONTROL 
DATA 
Data Control Card-Heads control surface data. 
1-10 
CARD 29 (Format  A4) 
Control Surface Type  of  control surface. 1 -   ELEVATOR  (or  LONGITUDINAL): surface  is used for  longitudinal 
I control.  The program assumes that there is an identical 
surface on  the  left side of  the  model  with an identical 
deflection. ' = AILERON: surface is an aileron. The program assumes that there is 
an identical surface on the left side, but  with opposite 
deflection. 
= RUDDER: surface is a rudder  on plane of symmetry. 
A  longitudinal surface musr be specified. I f  MotionREF = COUPLED 




- ". . " . . 
Explanation ~ "~ "1 














CARD 30 (Format ElO.O.A4,6X,4ElO.OJ 
Number of Thin Bodies participating as part of control surface. The 
card sequence CARD 28 through  CARD SET 29 is repeated for each 
participating  body. 
Hinge option. 
= SWEEP: incidence vector for control accounts for hinge line 
sweep.  Hinge moments are not computed, however the 
control derivatives are computed, 
= HINGE: same as SWEEP except hinge moments are computed. 
= blank: option not exercised  (assumes  hinge line sweep = Oo). 
Inboard and outboard coordinates of the hlnge llne in the Local Body 
Coordinate System.  These coordinates are not needed if Hinge op = 
blank. 
Units XIN* YIN, XOUT* YOUT 
INCHES in. 
IN/FT In. 
FEET f t  
METERS m 
CARD  31  (Format 2A4.2X.ElO.OJ 
Name of participating  body. established by user when GD program 
was executed. 
Number of body  control  points (panels) participating as control surface. 
There is one  card in  CARD SET 29  for each participating  control  point. 
CARD SET 32 (Format 2E10.0) 
1-1° I 'PANEL 
11-20 s 
Number of control  point (panel). Thin  Body panels are numbered as 
shown in figure 33. They are  also  given in the GD printout. 
Relative strength of participation  by  control  point (see sec. 12.2-1 1. 
I 
CARD  32A,  CARD 32B, and CARD SET 32C  are omitted unless the user wishes to 
compute  hinge  moments 













CARD  32A  (Format A4.6X.2E10.0) 
Hinge moment option. 
= ALL HM: hinge moments due to a l l  available variables (a , , 
6c , , etc.) will be computed. 
= SELECT HM: hinge moments due to variables determined  by 
options on  CARD  328  will be computed. 
= LIST HM: hinge moments due to variables listed by name 
in  CARD SET 32C will be computed 
Reference area of control surface. 
Reference chord  of  control surface. 
Units 
- 
S C  cC 
INCHES 7 
I N/FT In. 




METERS m2  m 
CARD  328  (Formilt  2(A4,6X)) 
This card is input or.ly if HMOp = SELECT HM. 
Hinge moment motion  option. 
=SYMMETRIC: hinge momerlts due to symmetric variables 
only (n ,Q ,6c will be computed. 
= ANTISYMMETRIC: hinge moments due to antisymmetric 
variables only (0 ,P ,R ,6c A )  wil l be 
computed. 
S 
= BOTH: hinge moments due to symmetric and anti- 
symmetric variables will be computed. 
Hinge moment steady/unsteady option. 
=STEADY: hinge moments due to steady  variables only 
will be computed. 
= UNSTEADY: hinge moments due to unsteady  variables 
only  will .be computed. 
= BOTH: hinge moments due to steady  ndu steady 
variables only  will be computed. 





CARD SET  32C (Format  A4) 
_ _ ~ ~  __ "_ - -~ - 
This card set is input  only  if  HMOp = LIST  HM. 
Name of hinge moment variable. One name  per card. Below i s  the l i s t  
of names. 
. " - 
Variable NameHM Variable 





d C S  cs 
P P 
R R 
bCA  CA 
U U V V-DOT 
ut W-DOT P P-DOT 
Q-DOT i R.DOT 
CS-DOT i C  A CA-DOT 
CARD 33 (Format  A4) 
END OF TRIM Terminates trim  control data  card section. 
CONTROL 
_ _ ~ .  . - .  
Acriw curltrol data.-Figure 79 displays  the  cards of this  section. I f  there are no active 
controls, omit this  section. The  sequence  CARD 33B through  CARD 33Q is repeated  lor 
each control surface.  The user must  input  the  perturbation  data  section.  CARD 58 through 
CARD 72, when  this  section is input. 
Columns Explanation Descriptor 
" " 
CARD  33A  (Format  A4) 
1-20 Data Control Card-Heads active control data. $ACTIVE 
CONTROL 
DATA 
CARD 33B (Format  2A4) 
Must omit  if  CARD  34 is omitted. 
1-8 Name of control. Is on the plane of symmetry, the program will Control 
reverse the sign of pos i t i ve  deflection. 
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Columns Explanation Descriptor 








A h  
TheoryOp 
Must omit  if  CARD  33A i s  omitted. 
Control surface deflection  option. 
= SYMMETRIC: surface is symmetrically  deflected. 
= ANTISYMMETRIC: surface is antisymmetrically  deflected. 
= BOTH : surface is treated as a symmetrically deflected 
surface and as an antisymmetrically deflected 
surface. 
Option  for user to input derivatives. 
= STEADY: steady aerodynamic derivatives are input on CARDS 
33M and 33N. 
= UNSTEADY: unsteady aerodynamic derivatives are input  on 
CARDS 330 and  33P 
= BOTH: steady and unsteady aerodynamic derivatives are Input 
on CARDS 33M. 33N. 330, and  33P. 
= blank:  option  n t exercised. 
(X - XREF)/chord; where XREF is the external moment reference 
polnt. 
Option  for user to  input  controls  which are not amenable to linearized 
small perturbation  potential  flow  theory. 
=.YES or blank:  theory amenable(CARDS 33D and 33E. CARD SET 331 
cg 
must be input). 
= NO: theory not amenable (CARDS  33D and 33E, CARD SE’ 
33F. ,jnd hinge moment data are nor input  but  the 
user must input derivatives, i.e., DerOp = STEADY, 
UNSTEADY, or BOTH). 
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CARD  33D  (Format ElO.O,A4,6X,4ElO.O) 
Must omit  if  CARD  33A is omitted. 
Number of Thin Bodies participating as part  of  control surface. The 
card sequence CARD 33E and CARD SET 33F is repeated for each 
participating body. 
Hinge option. 
=SWEEP: incidence vector for  control accounts for hinge line 
sweep. Hinge moments are not computed, however 
the control derivatives are computed. 
= HINGE: same as SWEEP except hinge moments are computed. 
=blank:  option  ot exercised. CARD 33G through  CARD SET 
Inboard and outboard coordinates of the hinge line in the Local  Body 
Coordinate System. These coordinates are not needed if Hingeop=blank 







f t  
METERS m 
- X ~ ~ . Y ~ ~ - X ~ ~ ~ - Y ~ ~ ~  
CARD 33E (Format  2A4.2X.El0.0) 
Must omit  if  CARD  33A is omitted. 
Name of participating  body, established by user when GD program was 
executed. 
Number of body  control  points (panels) particlpating as control surface. 
There i s  one  card in  CARD SET 33F for each participating  control  point. 
CARD  33F  (Format 2E10.0) 
Must omit  if  CARD  33A i s  omitted. 
1-10 Number of  control  point (panel). Thin  Body panels  are numbered as 'PANEL 
shown in figure 4.2-18. 
11-20 Relative strength of participation by control  point. s 
CARD 33G through  CARD SET 33L are omitted when Hingeop= blank. 
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CARD 33G (Format A4,6X,2E10.0) 
Must omit  if  CARD  33A i s  omitted 
Hinge moment  option. 
= ALL HM: hinge moments due to all available variables (a ,p , 
6c , etc.) wil l be computed. 
= SELECT HM: hinge moments due to variables determined by 
options  on  CARD  33H  will be computed. 
= LIST HM: hinge moments due to variables listed by name in 
CARD SET 33L will be computed. 
Reference area of  control surface. 
Reference chord  of  control surface. 
Units 3 in. INCHES 
IN/FT in. 2 In. 
FEET f t2  t t  
METERS m2 m 
- 
2 L  





CARD  33H  (Format  3(A4,6X)) 
This card is input  only  if  HMOp = SELECT HM. 
Hinge moment  motion  option. 
= SYMMETRIC: hinge moments due to symmetric variables 
only (cy , 0 ,6c will be computed. 
= ANTISYMMETRIC: hinge moments due to  antisymmetric 
variables only (0 , P , R , 6c ) will be 
computed. 
=BOTH: hinge moments due to symmetric and 
S 
A 
antisymmetric variables will be computed. 
This is  the default  option. 
Hinge moment  steadyhnsteady  option. 
= STEADY: hinge moments due to steady variables only will be 
computed. 
= UNSTEADY: hinge moments due to unsteady variables only  will 
be computed. 
= BOTH: hinge moments due to steady  and unsteady variables 
only  will be computed.  This is the default  option. 
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Columns I Descriptor I Explanation 
21 -30 
CARD  33H  (Format 3(A4,6X)) Continued 
ModesOp Dynamic modes option. 
= NO MODES or  blank: hinge moments due to modes are not  com- 
puted. This i s  the default  option.  CARD 331 
and CARD SETS 33J and 33K are omitted. 
= A L L  MODES: hinge moments due to all modes  and al l  
elastic rate derivatives are computed. 
CARD 331  and CARD SETS 335  and 33K 
are omitted. 
= SOME MODES: hinge moments due to modes specified on 
CARD 331  and CARD SETS 33J and 33K 
calculated. 
The following card sequence  (CARD 331, CARD  SETS 335 and 33K)  are  olnitted  unless 
Modesop = SOME MODES 011 CARD  33H. 







CARD 331 (Format 3E10.0) 
Number of symmetric modes  selected for hinge moment calculations. 
The modes  are listed on CARD SET  33J. O <  NSM120  (omit CARD 
SET 33J i f  NSM = 0). 
Number of  antisymmetric modes  selected for hinge moment calcula- 
tions. The modes  are listed on CARD SET 33K. 0 < NAM < 20  (omit 
CARD SET 33K  if  NAM = 0). 
Generalized coordinate  option 
= 0: ul, u t ,  and ;; coordinates are calculated. 
= 1: u1 coordinates only. 
= 2: ir, coordinates only. 
= 3: u, coordinates only. 
= 4: u1 and Ul coordinates only 
= 5: u1 and iil coordinates only. 
= 6: ul and U, coordinates only. 




2  1-30 




1  1-20 
21-30 
31 -40 



















CARD SET 33J  (Format 6E10.0) 
~~~ 
List of symmetric modes selected for hinge moment calculations. Six 
modes per card. 
CARD SET 33K (Format 6E10.0) 
List of antisymmetric modes  selected for hinge moment calculations. 
Six  modes  per card. 
CARD SET 33L (Format A4) 
This card set i s  input  only  if  HMOp = LIST  HM. 
Name of hinge moment variable. One  name  per card. Below is  the l ist 
of names. 
Variable NameHM Variable NameHM 
"
0 REFERENCE BETA 
a ALPHA P  P 
Q Q R R 
6 cs cs 6 cA CA 
U U i V-DOT 
W W-DOT P P-DOT 
a Q-DOT R R-DOT 
6 CS CS-DOT 6 C A CA-DOT 
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I 
Columns Descriptor Explanation 
1-10 






1  1-20 






CARD 33M (Format 6E10.0) 
Symmetric steady control derivatives. Input  only i f  DeflectOp = 
SYMMETRIC  or  BOTH and DerOp = STEADY or BOTH (see 
CARD 361. Unitsare  l/deg. 
CARD  33N  (Format 6E10.0) 
Antisymmetric steady control derivatives. Input  only i f  DeflectOp = 
ANTISYMMETRIC or BOTH and DerOp = STEADY or BOTH (see 
CARD  36).  Units are l/deg. 
CARD 330 (Format 3E10.0) 
Symmetric unsteady control derivatives. Input only if DeflectOp = 
SYMMETRIC or BOTH and DerOp = UNSTEADY  or  BOTH (see 
CARD 361. Units are l/rad.  For example, C L ~  can be expressed as 
6 C  
acLS 
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31-40 
CARD 33P (Format 30X. 3D10.0) 
Antisymmetric unsteady control derivatives. Input  only  if  DeflectOp = 
ANTISYMMETRIC  or  BOTH and DerOp = UNSTEADY or BOTH (see 




CARD 33Q [Format  A4) 




.T/trhi/i t , l .  / ~ r o / d o / u  d r r t r .  -Curds of this section csplain thc basic st:rbility prol>lcm to be 
solv~xl. T l ~ c  uscr is urged to read section 9.2.1 thorotlgllly bct'orc prcpring thesc cords. 
Figure 9.2-8 illustrates  the  card  sequence.  This  card  section is required  for SD&SS 
execution. 
Columns I Descriptor I Explanation 
CARD 34 (Format A4) 
1-23 STABIL ITY Data Control Card-Heads stability  problem data. 
PROBLEM DATA 
CARD 35 (Format  A4) 
Stability  problem  option. 
= CONSTANT:  stability  problem  1-trim  solution with constant 
coefficients. 
= ITERATION:  stability  problem  2-iterative  trim  solution. Wind 
tunnel or handbook data are input. 
= SPECIFIED: stability problem 3-user speLifies trim condition 
of the model. (al. 81, & e l .  0,. &al, 6rl; see CARD  42). 














\ h  
TP 
Perturbation loads option. 
= LOADS: Loads  are calculated and stored on tape SDSS 
= blanks: loads  re not calculated. 
Perturbation  print  option. 
= PRINT: all perturbation  stability matrices calculated 
= blanks: not  printed. 
for the SLOADS program.a 
for the TH program are printed. 
CARD 60 (Format  A4.  6X. E10.0) 
~ ~ 
Must omit  if  CARD 58 is omitted. 
Steady perturbation derivative option. 
= STEADY: the user elects to replace a// FLEXSTAB- 
~~ ~ 
calculated steady perturbation derivatives by 
inputting  wind  tunnel or handbook data on 
CARDS 61-66. 
= blanks: derivatives are not  input. 
(XC- - XREF)/F; the distance, as a fraction  of reference chord, 
from the model's center of gravity t o  the reference point used by 
the steady perturbation derivatives. XCG and XREF are 
measured in the Reference Axis System. The reference chord, 
C, was input  in  CARD  12.  Input  only  if SteadyOp = STEADY. 
Note: This card must be included, even if both fields are blank, 
CARDS 61-66 are omitted  if  Steadyop is hl:lnk i n  CARL) 60. They  contuin  the user- 
supplied  steady  perturbation  derivatives.  which arc in standard  nondimetlsiona~ form (see 
sec. 5.6.2. vol. I ) .  Note that all steady derivatives must be input:  fields  left blank arc 
interpreted as zcrgs. 
aThe usage guidelines of the SLOADS program, section 17.2.1, should be consulted before 
using the perturbation loads option. 
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Columns Explanation Descriptor 

























Must omit  if  CARD 93 is omitted. 
Omit this card set if lPpp = ALL  in CARD 94. 
Panel numbers (found  In GO printout). They  must be ordered to 
agree with area ratio factors input  on  the  next card set. There are 
six (6) panel numbers per card. 
CARD SET 96 (Format 6E10.0) 
Must omit i f  CARD  93 is omitted. 
The area ratio factors that are applied  on each pane\ above. The 
order of these area ratio factors must agree with the ordering of 
the  panels (as specified in  CARD SET 95,  or the GD program if 
lPop = ALL  in CARD  94). 
Amodified = Ageometry AFi 
definition 
CARD 97 (Format  A4) 
Must omit  if  CARD  93 is omitted. 
1-11 Terminates  the area ratio data. END OF DATA 
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I 
Special SDSS execution.-This  card  set,  in  addition to  the  General  Specifications 
card  set, gives the  user  the  capability  to  specify  limited SD&SS executions  (see  section 
9.3.1). Figure 9.2- illustrates the data card arrangement. 
~~~ 
Columns Descriptor I Explanation 





Omit  of special execution is not desired. 
Data Control Card - Heads  special SD&SS execution data. 
1-4 SPCLop 
CARD 99 (Format  A4) 
Must omit  if  CARD 98 is  omitted. 
Special SD&SS option 
= AERODYNAMIC: Calculate and store on the SDSSTP 
data tape the aerodynamic 
influence coefficient matrices. 
NOTE:  $GENERAL  SPECIFICATIONS DATA set must 
be included in the data deck. In particular the 
following variables must be  specified. 
MotionREF, SpeedOp 
GD Tape,  and AIC Tape 
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- 
Columns Descriptor Explanation 
CARD 100 (Format  A41 - ~~ .--I 
I Must omit if CARD 98 is omitted 1 
Conclrtditzg curds.-CARD 101 concludes the data  case  and CARD 102 terminates program 
execution. 
Columns Explanation Descriptor 
CARD 101 (Format A4) 
1-12 Data  Control  Card - Identifies  end of data case. SEND  OF CASE 
CARD 102 (Format  A4) 
1-5 Data  Control Card - Terminates  program  execution. $EXIT 
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"_ 
'Any matrix generafed ir~terl~ally  by SD&SS or input to SD&SS via AICTAP  or  SICTP3 may be specified 
for storage on SDSSTP. See appendix B-1 for  a  complete list o f  nlatriccs. 
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TABLEA.11-1.a.-SDSSTPMATRICES 
- L E X S T A B  
name 
C 0 N T R L ) - A  
C 0 N T R L ) - S  
X N A M E S I A  
2SNAMES)S 
Engineering  symbol 
- 
C  C 




Y6arigid  aelastic rlgld  relastic y6 Ci  . . 
incr  incr 













C I  elastic 
where i ranges  over  the  number  of  symmetric  act ive  controls 
L A I L E R O N  RUDDER ACname- .  . . . . ACnamen I 
where i ranges  over  the  number  of  antisymmetric  act ive  controls 
r E L E V A T O R  A C n a m e i . .  . . . A C n a m e A  
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( S T A T I C ) - A  
Enqineerinq symbol 
incr  incr incr  incr I 
0 CD3rigici CDA "elastic cD, r l g d  . . CD 
aelastic 
incr.  incr I 
incr.  i n c r l  
1 
. 





incr  incr 











SD&SS data deck 
0 Altitude 
0 Rotational velocitiesP1, 01. R 1  
0 Roll angle; 1$1 Alrplane  trim parameters 
0 Wing  geometry; SW,T b 
a Flight  path anple.71.or thrust.  T1 
0 Rigid,staticllastlc. or  residual-  Reference de,. elevator trim setting 
0 Type of reference motion I%, sideslio aMle for trim 
elastic equatlonr T1  (or  81l.thrust  ( r  pitchmitudl 
0 N u m k r  of engines and location 
0 Engine angular momentum 
0 Trim Control surface data 
0 Active control surface data 
0 Panel area rat805 
0 External pressure dlstrlbutlon 





. -  
L 
f Nonlinear wind tunnel  data 1 
0 Deformed shape 
0 Reference structural I d s  
0 Steady presure distribution 
0 Statlc stability derivatives 
0 Speed stabdity derlvatives 
0 Static stability parameters 
Static  mwgin 
Neutral point 
Maneuver margin 
Elevator angle per g 
Stick speed stability 
0 Hinged  moments 
Dvnrmlc results & 
C 
E U n T e d v  Dressure distribution I 
\ Input  optlon 0 Dynamic  stability  derivatives 
I 
0 Active control derivatives 
0 Dynamic elastic axis l o r d s  
0 Generalized aerodynamic modal forces 
due to  control w r f r e s  
0 Charactcrlrtlc equatlon rooting 
0 FLEXSTAB summary 0 P r r u r e  
Jynamic stability 
distribution 
Static  and 
0 Deform shape To SD&SS 
SLOADS 
ALOADS 
FIGURE 9.0-1.-SCHEMA TIC OF SD&SS PROGRAM 
I 
I 
Overlay (1.1 1 Overlay (1.2) Overlay (1.3) 
Data k k  
Preprocessor 
Data Tape Structural Data 
Preprocessor Reprocerror 
i 
Overlay 16.1) Overlay 16.2) Overlay 16.31 Overlay lti.4) 
Static  Forcer Trim  Solution Deformed Shape Leadirlg.EJge 
Correction 
A - h - > 
+ I 
Overlay (6.5) Overlay 16.6) Overlay (6.7) Overlay lti.81 Overlay 16.91 
Static Derivatives  Steady  Unsteady Dynamic 




Active  Control 
Surface 
FIGURE 9.1-7.-SD&SS OVERLA Y FUNCTIONAL  LAYOUT 
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FIGURE  9.1-2.-CONJINUED 







































































Util i ty Routines 




























































Util i ty Routines 
CKSRAT 
CREATE 
ENF I LE 


























































































































































































































































































































FIGURE  9.1-2.-CONTINUED 
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SSPA R T 
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" " . ___. .  , - . . . . . - - 
I 
Overlay (7.0) 
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To compute the total aerodynamic  forces  and  moments 
To compute the amplitude and phase relationships 
between two vectors defined by  their real  and imaginary 
components 
To compute the active control surface 
matrices 
Creates the table of bodies that are to have modified 
panel areas 
To  output the force matrices due to 
active controls. 
To monitor the creation of  the flow incidence  matrices 
To prepare  the  geometric  data for the flow incidence 
matrices 
To place information  about previously created  matrices 
into the  automatic  matrix management  tables.  This 
information includes for each matrix: 
a) Name of the matrix 
b) Identification number 
c) 1/0 unit  containing the matrix 
d) File position 
a. Identif ies  the  type of subprogram:  MP = maln  program, S = subroutine,  and F = function 
b. Identifies  the  type of work  performed: C = computat ion,  110 = input /ou tpu t ,  M = monitor,  and U = u t i i i t v  

























































- r Purpose 
In addition, this routine 1 )  builds tables of  information 
on the status of 1/0 units used for storage  of  permanent 
and intermediate matrices,  and 2) records the status of 
I/O units used for storage of scratch  matrices 
To create the flow incidence  matrices 
I' 
and the displacement matrix( d 
To monitor the processing of all input card  data 
IN f 
To prepare  the  geometric  data for the aerodynamic 
transformation matrices 
a. Identifies the type of subprogram: M P  = main  program, S = subroutine, and F = functlon 
b. Identifies the type  of.work performed: C = computation, I /O = input/output, M = monitor, and U = utility 
P Interrelationship 
Calls 

































































i o  Control the executlon of the characterlsuc  equation 
rootlng module 
To  print the  final  results of the  CER  module 
To create the Interference Body matrix [ INTI  and merge 
it  into the  camber  transformation  matrices [TFP1 
To locate  the l o g ~ c a l  file of a  requested  dynamic 
stabhtv matrlx 
To recover  eigenvectors 
To  create  a  control  surface  incidence matrix 
i 
a. Identifies the type of subprogram: MP = main program, S = subroutine, and F = function 



















































































To compute  the  antisymmetric rigid and static elastic 
stability matrices 
To process  active control surface  data 
To process the area ratio data 
To process control  input data common to 
trim and active controls 
To process  the dynamic analysis  data 
To calculate the [DERs] and [DERA]  matrices 
To process  the exterior  downwash  matrices (input on 
data  cards) 
To compute  the pressure force  matrices in the  airplane 
shape module 
To process  the  gyroscopic  card input data 
r 
a. Identifies the type of subprogram: MP = main program, S = subroutine, and F = function 





































































































To monitor the rigid and static elastic stability  matrix 
calculations 
To process  the perturbation  (dynamic)  stability card 
input data 
To process the external pressure distribution data 
To compute  the symmetric  rigid and static elastic 
stability matrices 
To process the special  SDSS execution data 
To process the stability card input data 
To process the structural data 
To create  the integrated downwash transformation 
matrices [TRANSIDS] and [TRANSID'] 
To process trim  control data 
To process the thrust vector  card input data 
To monitor the creation of  the  aerodynamic force 
transformation matrices and the control surface 
transformation matrices 
To  process the wind  tunnel card input data 
To compute the antisymmetric elastic  aerodynamic 
perturbation forces 
L 
a. Identif ies  the type of subprogram: MP = main  program, S = subroutine, and F = funct ion 







































































































To compute  the  symmetric elastic  aerodynamic 
perturbation  forces 
To communicate with the  eigenvector routine GENEIG 
To  root the  characteristic matrix,  [H,] 
To monitor the  creation of the  thrust and  gyroscopic 
transformation  matrices 
To compute the antisymmetric  elastic  normal modes 
aerodynamic perturbation forces 
To compute  the  symmetric  elastic  normal modes 
aerodynamic perturbaliun forces 
To compute  the  antisymmetric stability forces 
To retrieve important airplane  structural  data from 
SICTP3 
To calculate  the  forces  due to active controls 
To determine  the 1/0 unit containing  the requested matrix 
and  the  most efficient method to access it 
a. Identifies  the  type of subprogram: MP = main  program, S = subroutine,  and F = function 




























































































To force rhe CDC Record Manager to  
oad I t s  urlllrles In the (0.01 overlay 
To include  emDirical  forces  due to active controls 
To add  speed  term to the  yaw  rate daivativa 
To compute  the symmtric static stability  forces 
TO 1) add  thickness  effects  to  stability forces, 2) compute 
stability  forces  due to thrust, 3) compute  stability forces 
due to gvroscopic  cffmcts, and 4) add wind  tunnel  data 
when available 
To calculate the total external and the total  arodynmaic 
f o r m   r t i n g  on  the  airplane 
r lnterrelationshb 
a. Identifies  the type of subprogram: MP = main  program, S = subroutine, and F * function 






































































To compute  the  symmetric rigid aerodynamic 
perturbation speed forces 
To calculate  the elastic increment trim matrices IF21 
and {F3 I 
To communicate with the eigenvector routine EIGENP 
To generate  the transformation  matrix that transforms 
interference panel  forces to line singularities 
To monitor the creation of the  aerodynamic gust matrices 
To create me gyroscopic transformation matrices 
To perform a Hessenberg reduction on the scaled 
characteristic matrix, IH,] , and  then  compute  the 
eigenvalues 
a. Identifies the type of subprogram: MP = main  program, S = subroutine,  and F = function 






















































To  monitor calculation of the hinge  moments 
~~~~~~ ~ ~~ 
To monitor the computation of the  characteristic 
matrix, H, 
To calculate  the  hinge moments for trim and 
active controls 
To calculate  the  elastic  increment to the 
hinge  moments 
To calculate  the  hinge  moments  due to 
modal  forces 
a. Identifies the type of subprogram: MP = main program, S = subroutine, and F = function 

































































































To calculate rigid body  hinge  moments 
To create  the  thickness transformation matrices 
JTRANStl and lAT l  
To initialize key program  variables  such as options, flight 
parameters ( p ,  P1. R1, Q,,  9. etc.).  matrix sizes, etc. 
To initialize key program  variables 
To initialize key program  variables 
To initialize key program  variables 
To monitor the integrated downwash matrix module 
To assign the 1/0 unit numbers  and to initialize matrix 
file position indicators 
To develop  the  characteristic matrix,  [HI 1, for a 
static-elastic  model in antisymmetric motion 
a. Identifies the type of subprogram: MP = main program, S = subroutine, and F = function 















































































To process  the  aerodynamic  and structural matrix 
Zatalogs (first f i le on AICTAP and  SICTP3  magnetic 
tapes 
To process the matrix  print list of the card input data 
To process the list of matrices to be put  onto SDSSTP 
in addition  to standard matrices 
To calculate the { MGS}and  {MGA}matrices 
To  monitor problem execution by  directing the  data 
case to the appropriate modules 
To print  inforrnatlon concerning the matrix sizes used 






























a. Identifies  the  type of subprqgram: MP = main program, S = subroutine, and F = function 
b. Identifies  the  type of work  performed: C = computation, 1/0 = input/output, M = monitor, and U = uti l i ty 
TAB1 E 9.2- I.-CONTINUED 































To  monitor execution of the active controls module 
To print the  derivatives  due to active controls 
To collect and output  (on magnetic  tape)  data 
required  by  the TH program 
To compute  and print the  dynamic stability derivatives 
To compute  the  elastic  increment  dynamic structural 
load  matrices for SLOADS  program 

































b. Identifies the type of work  performed: C = cornputallon, l iO  = input;output, M = monitor,  and U = ut i l i ty  











































To monitor the  processlng  of all incoming  data  (cards 
md magnetic  tape) 
To  monitor the  steady  pressure distribution calculations 
To  output  LlSaA]and [m,s8A]  matrices  needed for  TH 
on  the SDSSTP 
To create  the  pressure distribution  transformation  matrix 
fTAP1 
To compute  the generalized aerodynamic  forces 
due to active controls 
To reduce  the  steady AIC matrices 
and k S C A ]  
To check a block of logic  and  determine i f  computations 
are  necessary durlng a recycle case 
a. identifies  the  type of subprogram: MP = main  program, S = subroutine, and F = function 















































































r I Interrelationship - 
Purpose 
Calls 








To process the  general  problem  specifications of the  card ATM062 
nput data ENFILE 
LOCATE 
PAGE 






To transform  the  dynamic (perturbation) stability 
Forces to derivatives 
DER 























a. Identifies the type of subprogram: MP = main  program, S = subroutine,  and F = function 
b. Identifies the type of work  performed: C = computation, I/O = input/output, M = monitor, and U = utility 
TABLE 9.2-1-CONTINUED 
h 





















































To compute and print the static stability derivatives 
To compute and print the stability parameters (stat ic 
margin, neutral point, etc.) 
TO compute \ A C P , , / , ~ ~ [ ,  k c ~ p t  
arrays with the input data 
To sum the elements of an array 
To print a summary of data for the  present cycle 
To compute antisymmetric trim matrices 
To  monitor the processing of the input magnetic  tape 
data 
TO compute, print, and punch the steady  pressure 
distributions on Thin Bodies 
To prepare the thrust vector  date 














































Overlay ( 1 .Ob 
Program P R E P A R  
(See  flowcl~art 9.3-3) 
I I  n 
Process  input da ta 







transformatio~~ ma trices 
' )  
FLOWCHART9.3-2.- SD&SS CONTROL ROUTINE 
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MONITR (Cont.) 
fs7 
Overlay (3.0)  
Program TRANS 
Calculate  aerodyn;lInic 













0 Static and 
dynamic 
derivatives 
Overlay (6.0) Calculate  st bility arid 
Program STACON 
(See flowcllart 9.3-20) 
control  results 
0 Control 







Overlav (7 .0)  
Prograk GUST Calculate  gust  m: trices 
(See flowchart 9.3-85 1 I - 1  
I 
Overlay ( 8 . 0 )  
Program CER Root cI1nr;lrteristic 
(See flowchart 9.3-86) ec1u;ltion CER analysis 
L 
Hinge  moments 
due to trim 
Overlay (9,O) 
program HINGE Hinge  moment  module 
(see  flowchart  9.3-94a) 
Overlay ( 10,O) 
Program POST ” t :I I)C I 
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CARDIN ICont.1 
Subroutine  DTRST 
Subroutine  DGYRO 
Subroutine DTCS 
Subroutine  DSTAB 
Process thrust vector 
I 
Process gyroscopic data 
surface 
Process trim control 
surface data 
trim c o ~ ~ t r o l  
1 surface 
Stability 




1 data/ stability 
CARDIN (Cont.) 
surface  data 
based on 
Subroutine  DACS Process active 




Process wind  tunnel  data 




Subroutine DDYN Process dynamic analysih data 
dynamic 
kW analysis  data 
\ Process exterior  downwash matrices' downwash 
R 
exterior  downwash  matrices { $; ) described in section  3.4.1  4 of volume I ,  are 
illcorporated  into  the  equations of volume I by  replacing the matrix  products I Apg I 
( G i }  by  the sum of the  matrix  products [Ape I { $i } + [ LSCl { G i }  where { $i}  is 
any  one  of  the  colunu)  matrices  appearing in equation  (3.5-45) of volume I .  




Process structural  data 
structural 
/ 
Special  SDSS 
execution data 





Proccss exterr~al pressure 
Subrotl tine DPRESS 
Process  11an1es o f  n1;1 trices user 
Subroutine Names o f  
ou tllllt 011 
Area ratio 
Subroutine  DAREA Process area ratio  data 
FLOWCHART9.3-4.-CONCLUDED 
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Subroutine FORCE 
(See  flowchart 9.3-17) 
Subroutine CONTRL 
(See flowchart 9.3-18) 
Subroutine ARBCON 
(See flowchart 9.3-1 8a) 
Overlay (4.0) 
Main Program DUAL 
(7 Start 
Create aerodynamic 
force  transformation 
matrices 
l - 7  Create the trim  control 
incidence matrices 
('6,'), ('6;) andl ' A  6, ]
Create the active I control  incidence 
matrices 
r h C i s )  and (IY6ciA) 
0 Return 
FLOWCHART9.3-16.-FORCEAND CONTROL SURFACEMATRICES 
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S u b r o u t i n e  




I i = l  
NQ 
CONSUR C r e a t e  { Y ~  '1 
C i  
a c t i v e  c o n t r o l  
a n t i s y m m e t r i c a l l y  NO 
CONSUR C r e a t e  {'+'6r. *I 
.OWCHART 9.3-18a.-ACTIVE CONTROL INCIDENCE MATRICES 
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Overlay (5.01 




data ncedetl by the 
flow inc idence   ma t r i ces  
C rea  te 
I 
I n p t ~ t  o r   c r e a t e  I 
( "GINS and ( dTNS 1 I I 
I 
Create  y-coordinate  matrix 
yg which is an array of 
y-coordinates of the 
centroids of Slender  Body 





"""" 2 c 
w 
FLOWCHART9.3-79.-FLOW INCIDENCE MATRICES 
Overlay (6. I ) 
Program DONE 
(See flowchart 9.3-21 ) 
Overlay (6.2)  
Program TRIM 
(See flowchart 9.3-25) 
FL 0 WCHA R T 9. 
Overlay (60)  
Main Program STACON 
$ Start 
Initialize  stability  and  control 
module  labeled common blocks 
and set  aerodynamic c.g. forces 
to zero 
6' 
3-20.-STABILlTY  AND CONTROL CALCULATIONS 
9-68 (4/ I / 76 )  DYLOFLX MOD 
Ovalmy (6.8) 
Rogrrm PERT3 
(See flowchart 9.3-681 
Ovaby  (6.9) 
Prolpam PERT4 
(see flowchvt 9.3-78) 
Overlay (6.10) 
program PACS 
(See flowchart 9.3-84) 
9-71 (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Overlay (6,l) 
Main Progam DONE - 
Subroutine RAIC Reduce  th steady  aero- 
(See flowchart 9.3-22) dynamic matrices 4 
Subroutine DS Calculate  the  symmetric 
(See flowchart 9.3-23) static  force matrices 
7 
Either 01- both 
antisymmetric 
Subroutine DA Calculate the antisymmetric 
FLOWCHART9.3-21.-STATiC FORCES 








* n e =  nutrias uc storsd on SDSSTP when SD&SS is executed to 
calculate only the (APT) nutrica 
FLOWCHART9.3-22.-REDUCTION OF THE STEADY  AIC  MATRICES 
9-73 (4/1/74) DYLOFLX MOD 
Overlay (6.10) 
Main Program PACS 
Subroutine  FDS 
(See flowchart 9.3-84a) 
Start 
Calculate  the  gcneralized 
acrodynamic  modal forccs 
duc  to activc controls 
Subroutine QDS 
(See flowchard 9.3-84b) 
Subroutine  FODS 
(See flowchart 9.3-84C) 
Subrout ine PCSDER 
(See flowchart 9.3-84d) 
Subroutine  A8A9 
(See  flowchart 9.3-84e) 
Rigid or 
-rmcated ~ 0 d L . s  
I 
Calct~latt '  thc aerodynamic 
modal forces due  to active 
controls . 
Include  user specified emperical 
data in cg forces 
1 Active control 1 
Print active control 
derivatives 
U 
\ # n 
Output active control 
forces SDSSTP \ /-d ) 
L 
FLOWCHART9.3-84.-ACTIVE  CONTROLSMODULE 
9-247a (4/ 1 /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Subroutinc FDS 
S t a r t  
Set  force vectors  
to  zero  
* 
For each symmetrically deflected control.  calculate the rigid force 
vector 
For each an t i symetr lca l  ly  def lec ted  cont ro l  , ca lcu la te  the  r i g i d  
force vector 
{ F  An}R - 4, ([PERT12J{yg, A ~ + C P E R T l ? l ~ ~ ~ c  A } )  
d C i  i i 
r i g i d  force vectors 
If unsteady aerodynadc forces arc kanted,calculate '.he unsteady 
IF&: I R q l [ ~ G ~ , s 1 { ~ 6 c i s )  
S - 
FLOWCHART 9.3%4a.-AERODYNAMIC CG FORCES DUE TO ACTIVE CONTROLS 
9-247b (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
FDS (Cont.) 
I f  S ta t ic -Elas t ic :  
For each symmetrically deflected control,  calculate the 
elast ic  increment  f o r c e  vectnr 
For each an t i symet r i ca l ly  de f l ec t ed  Con t ro l ,  ca l cu la t e  
the elast ic  increment  force v e c t w  
If unsteady aerodynamic forces a re  wanted, ca lcu la t e  
the unsteady elastic increment f 'orce vectors 
 
FDS (Cont.2 
I f  Residual-Elastic: 
For each svmmetricnlly deflected control,  calculate the e l a s t i c  
increment force vector 
For each  antisymmetrically  deflected C D n t r O l ,  ca lcu ia te   the  
e l a s t i c  increment force vector 
I f  unsteady aerodynamic f o r c e s  are wanted, c a l c u l a t e  the unsteady 
elast ic  increment  force vector  
9-247d (4/ 1 / 7 6 )  DYLOFLX MOD 
Subroutine QDS 
I t  unstcady  aerodynamic  forces  are wantud. calculate the unstcady rigid t'orcc 
vectors 
FLOWCHART9.3-84b.-GENERALlZED AERODYNAMIC MODAL FORCES DUE TO 
ACTIVE CONTROLS 
9-247e (4/ 1 / 76 )  DYLOFLX MOD 
ODS (Cant.) 
If Residual-Elastic: 
For each  sylnmetrically dcllcctcd contrd. calculate the clastic increment 
forcc vcctor 
9-247f (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Subroutine FODS 
(7 Start 
Set  empirical   r igid  force 
For each symmetrically deflected control 
l and f o r  each antisyrnrnetrical l y  de f l ec t edcon t ro l  
where the  fcrces on the r i g h t  h a n d  s ide  a re  
based on l lnear ized theory (calculated i n  sub- 
rout ine FDS) a n d  forces on the l e f t  h a n d  s ide  
are  the vectors  I n  which the user may i n s e r t  
empirical  values. 
FLOWCHART9.3-84c.-INCLUSION OF EMPIRICAL  DATA IN  RIGID CONTROL FORCES 
9-247g (4/ 1 /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
I 
FODS (Cont.) 
Read user- specified 
op ti ons AX/C,  etc 
Subroutine SDM 
Calculate empirical'transformation matrices ( t r a n s f o r m s  nondim- 
ensional  stability  axis  data  to  dimensional  body  axis  data and 
t ransforms empirical  reference p o i n t  t o  c g  o f  flight  condition) 
FLOWCHART 9.3-84c."CONTINUED 
9-247h (4/ I /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
FODS (Cont.)  
Calculate  the following force v e c t o r s  if user 
inputs the  d e r i  va ti ves 
{F d C i  A s l o  = [SDS 1 
1 
9-247i (4/ 1 /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
FODS (Cont.) 
- 
{ F .  Ss) = [ S O ’ ]  







FLOWCHART  9.3-84d.-ACTIVE  CONTROL  DERIVATIVES 





9-2471 (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
PCSDER (Cont.) 
 DER^ I { A F  A A a=al 6ci 
[Des i red 




9-247n  (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
PCSDER (Cont.) 
active  control 
Truncated Modes 
Non-dimensionalize t h e  symletric 
generalized f o r c e s  due t o  a c t i v e  
controls and p r i n t  them 
s y m e  t r i  c gener- 
al ized forces 
d 
9-2470 (4/ 1 /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
PCSDER (Cont.) 
P 
Non-dimensionalize  the  antiSyIWfIetriC 
genera l ized , forces due t o  a c t i v e  
cor , t ro ls  and p r i n t  them 
n t i s y n q e t r i c  
enera11 zed 1 
C-L) Return 
9-247p (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Subroutine A8A9 
v 
re names of  the  activ 
control surfaces  on 
SDSSTP 
LA,] = [--;;-"'] CF6cS s '  J [F6,A I 
CFdcS l i C F S c A  1 
where 
I n = number o f  symmetrically  deflected controls 
1 m = number o f  antisymmetrically  deflected controls 
I 
SDSSTP 
FLOWCHART9.3-84e.-FORCES DUE TO ACTIVE  CONTROLS 




Static-Elastic o r  
&Residual-Elastic 
where 
n = number o f  symnetrically 
deflected  controls 
m - number o f  antiiymmetrically 






o r  Truncated Modes 
9-247r (4/ 1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
A8A9 (Cont.) 
where 
n = number of symmetrically deflected 
controls 
m = number of antisymmetrically deflected  controls 
9-247s (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
A8A9  (Cont.) 
where 
n = number of symmetrically deflected 
controls 
[Ff, ,AA] = [ (Fh , . fA}0+(AFg c A A ) ~ ;  I 1  (Ff ,  ,-AA}0+ (AFf, cAA 
m m 




n = number of symmetrically 




9-247t  (4/1/76)  DYLOFLX MOD 
m = number of antisymmetrically 
deflected  controls 
A8A9 (Cont.) 
I =  
n 
[Qh ,AA] = 
m 
= number of symmetrically  deflected 
controls 
= number of antisymmetrically  deflected 
controls 
9-247~1(4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Overlay (9,O) 
Main Program HM 
(- S t a r t  
S u b r o u t i n e  HMCAL 
( S e e  flowchart 9.3-94b) 
I I 
Calculate h i n g e   m o m e n t s  
v 
Ret u r n  
FLOWCHART9.3-94a.-HINGE MOMENTMODULE 
9-261a (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Subroutine HMCAL 
Yes 
S e t  control s u r f a c e  
parameter: 
KONTRL = 1 






S e t  c o n t r o l  s u r f a c e  
I Hinap rnnrnent e l a s t i c i t y  parameter : 
, ,ASTC, s e t  KONTRL 2 
;o 1, i f  Rigid 
8s o r  2 ,  i f  S t a t i c -  
; analysis 
Hinge moment e l a s t i c i t y  
parameter , LASTC , s e t  
equal t o  airpl  m e  elas-  
t i c i t y  option (1, i f  
Rigid; 2 ,  i f  S t a t i c -  
Elast ic ;  3 ,  i f  Residual- 
Elastic;  or 4 ,  i f  T r u n -  
ca ted modes ) 
1 
J 
Locate and read t r i m  
( K O N T R L  = 1) or a c t i v e  
( K O N T R L  = 2 1 c o n t r o l  
s u r f a c e  j .nput  da ta  
arm d a t a ,  d c ,  for 
c o n t r o l  
6 
FLOWCHART9.3-94b.-HINGE  MOMENTCALCULATIONS 
9-26 1 b (4/ 1/76) DY,LOF LX MOD 
HMCAL (Cont.) 
D e t e r m i n e  whic h 
moments a re  t o  be 
c a l c u l a t e d  b a s e d  o n  
u s e r  i n p u t  o p t i o n s  
I 
symmetry p a r a m e t e r :  
KMOT = 1 1 
S e t  s y m m e t r y   p a r a m e t e r :  
KNOT 0 
I I I 
HMCAL (Cont.) 
C a l c u l a t e  [des] C a l c u l a t e  Idc’] a n d  s t o r e  i n - c o r e  a n d   s t o r e  i n - c o r e  
~ 7 v 
[ M e  I =  Idc  1 
[P I  s]=[clcs][A ’1 
[6Me A ] = I d c  A l [ 6 A F o A l  [SM,sl=Cdc S IC AFeSI 
[Mli, A I =  [dcAl  [ A  A j  
R e s u l t a n t  m a t r i c e s  R e s u l t a n t   m a t r i c e s  
a r e   s t o r e d   i n - c o r e  a r e   s t o r e d   i n - c o r e  
S S [Me A I=Cdc A ] [AFe 
JI w UJ 
Subroutine HMRIG 
(See f l o w c h a r t  9.3-94c) 
C a l c u l a t e  r i g i d  
hinge moments, H’R 
FLOWCHART9.3-94b.-CONTlNUED 
9-26 1 d (4/ 1 /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
9-261e (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
... 
HMCAL (Cont.) 
Subrou t lne  HMELAS 
(See f l o w c h a r t  9.3-94d) 
m e n t  h i n g e  m o m e n t s ,  AH% 
A H i n g e  
I C a l c u l a t e  h i n g e  m o m e n t s  d u e  t o  modes 
I 
:ompLlte t o t a l  h inge   moment s  
lnd h i n g e  moment d e r i v a t i v e s  






i! q l scCc  
'h,,  'h ''h 
OR OhE 
HPI' = HM, S + H M ~  
0. R E 
1 




:ompute t o t a l  h i n g e   m o m e n t s  
ind h i n g e   n n m e n t   d e r i v a t i v e :  
H I Y ~  = H M ~ ~  + AHM' A A 
E 
- 1 A 
'h 
- - 
'R q l  'c'c 
5 1  




'h = 'h 
+ 'h B BK 'AE 
H P I ~  = H M ~  + H M ~  A 
pR pE 
FLOWCHART9.3-94b.-CONTlNUED 
9-261f (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
HMCAL (Cont.1 
s -  S S 
iR E 
H" C - HM6c + 
6 
c = C h A  + C h A  
h^ P pR 'AE 
H M R  = HM A + AHM A A 
RR RE 
H M ~  = H M ; ~  t AHM; A 
R E 
Q U  
= L( )HM; A 
'hi  
R b2 i s :  R 1 c c  
4 u 3  
2( ) HM; A 
E 'h" E3 AE b 2  ~ , S c ~ c  
FLOWCHART9.3-94b.-CONTINUED 
9-261g  (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
HMCAL (Cont.) 
Q 
+ c  
R A l l  hC 
HM; S HM;' + H M ~  S 
fi E 
4 U 2  
= - 1 (  )HM$ A 




- 1 1  - -( A H M -  
AE b 2  i l S  pE c (3 
A -  A A 
E 
- *dCiR HM6C i mBCi 
%C 
A -  1 A 
i R Q, ",., i R - -  " G C  
9-26111 (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
! 
HMCAL (Cont.) 
Subrou t ine  HMNM 
( S e e  flowchart 9.3-94e) Calculate hinge moments due 
t o  modal d e f l e c t i o n s  
FLOWCHART9.3-94b."CONTlNUED 
9-26 I i (41 1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
HMCAL (Cont.) 
Ch. 5. A -k 5. 
= mu A + HM.. 
A A 
u1 u 1  u 1  R OE 
A 
R I: 1 u 1  
c h . .  -  A -  m.. A 










%..* s.. A + 5.. A 
u 1  u1 u 1  R AE 
FLOWCHART9.3-94b.-CONTINUED 
9-261j (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
HMCAL (Cont.) 
con t ro l  
Return ) 
9-261k (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Subroutine HMRIG 
Retrieve  incidence 
vectors  and  store 
incore 
Calculate  requested rigid hinge nlon~ents  from  the  following  list: 
FLOWCHART  9.3-94c-RIGID  HINGE  MOMENTS 
9-26 11 (4/ 1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
HMRIG (Cont.) 
ci7 Return 
9-261m (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Subroutine HMELAS 
Start 
Retrieve  incidence ' 
vectors  and  store 
in-core 
Calculate  requcsted  clastic  increment  hinge  morncnts from the following  list. 




AMI S = A M  S + i i , '  LMo?J+LNg s J I C o ~ ] ( T P )  
OE OE E 
.OWCHART9.3-94d.-ELASTlC INCREMENT HINGE MOMENTS 
9-26111 (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
HMELAS ICont.) 






AI" s = q l L d 2 J ( A C S ]  ( f T s )  
"E U 
9 - 2 6 1 ~  (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
c 
Subroutine HMNM 
Purpose-To calculate the hinge moments due to modal forces 
Start 
Perform rigid calculations  involving : 
Symmetric  Antisymmetric 
UMuIs+ = L M ~ R J l @ ~ I  
L", 'JR =L6M, [@:I 
I R 
Perform  elastic  increment  calculations  involving [@e] :
Symmetric  Antisymmetric 
L A W  '4 =U\lgE'J [ @ o s ]  
L 2 A M u  ' !  'L6No 'J [$] 
1 E 
U I  
A + = L N e  AJ[@OA] 
E 
L ~ A W , ,  I *JE = L ~ N ~  A~ l$eAl 
E 
Perform rigid calculations  involving [@e 1 : 
Symmetric  Antisymmetric 
LI MUIS+ =moRSJ [@,SI  R AJ[@dA] 
Nu, 'A 'L6Me:J /@:I Mu,*+ 'L6Me R A_I [@?] 
- 
FLOWCHART9.3-94e.-NORMAL MODES HINGE MOMENTS 











9-261r (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
Overlay (10 ,Ol  





SD3689 variable.  on 
(SJXSTP) out@ tape 
User ideat l f lut lon 
Came identiiication 
Elamtic optlon 
Reference motlon optton 
Ferturbatlon  motion option 
Number of mymmetrlc normal modem 
Number of antlmymmetric  normal modem 
Moment8 of Inertia, 
1Xx. Ixz .  IW' 1 z z  
Total m.88. M 
Total  angular  momentum, 
Acceleration due to gravity. g 
Rolllng velocity, PI 
Pltching velocity, Q, 
Yawing velocity, R 1  
Velocity  components, 
Pltching attitude, # 
Roll angle. 
Geometric  unit8  option 
Dynmmic pressure,  q 
Total wing 8p.n. b 
1 
Mean chord, E 
Wing  area. Sw 
Center of gravity location 
Mach number, M 
Elevator  deflection. b e 
hx . hy , hz 
U1. V1, and W1 
1 
Shbroutine SDTAPE 
plt umer-melected matrlces on S W T P  
Subroutine MSIZES Print  matrlx slzem 
Angle of attack. a, 
FLOWCHART 9.3-95. -SO&SS POSTPROCESSO R 
9-262 (4/ 1 /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
A. 11 STABILITY DATA TAPE (SDSSTP) 
SDSSTP is a  binary  tape  composed  of  many logical files. In general,  these files consist of: 
A  master  catalog  of  the  contents  of SDSSTP. This  catalog is always  the  first file on 
the  tape. 
Miscellaneous data  required by the  TH,  SLOADS,  and  ALOADS programs. These 
data  are  stored in one file and consist of information  such as moments  of  inertia, 
center of gravity location,  number and  size of the  stability derivative matrices,  etc. 
Slender Body and  Thin Body  lifting  pressure data.  These  data  are  stored in one 
logical file. 
The r k l J  and [n i l ]  structural matrices.  These matrices (if they  exist)  are  copied 
from  SICTP3  onto SDSSTP. 
Stability derivative matrices. 
Displacement and  camber  slope  matrices. 
Elastic axis load matrices  (optional). 
Gust matrices  (optional). 
Any user-specified matrices. An option in  the SD&SS program  allows the user to 
specify matrices to be stored on SDSSTP in addition  to  those which are  normally 
saved.a 
Each matrix is stored  as  one logical file. Tables A.l 1-1 and  A.l  1-la give a complete list of 
the  matrices  that  are automatically saved (depending on options) on SDSSTP. 
Only the  formats of the first file (master  catalog),  the file containing  the  miscellaneous 
data,  and  the pressure data file will be described  The remaining tiles o n  SDSSTP contain 
matrices and, as such,  conform  to  the  Standard FLEXSTAB  Matrix Format  explained in 
appendix A. 1 .  
The first file on SDSSTP is  the  master catalog.  It is composed of several data  records. 
There  are  two  types of data  records in this  catalog: Matrix Records  and  Terminal Records. A 
Matrix Record  contains  information  pertaining  to  the  data  stored in one  particular tile of 
SDSSTP. Thus,  for  each file on SDSSTP (not  counting  the  master  catalog)  there is a  corre- 
sponding Matrix Record  in  the  master catalog. A  Terminal  Record is used to signify the  end of 
the catalog. The  formats  of these two  data  records are shown in tables A. 1 1-2 and A. I 1-3. 
aAny matrix generated internally by SD&SS or input to SD&SS via AICTAP or SICTP3 may be specified 
for storage on SDSSTP. See appendix B-1 for a complete list of matrices. 
A-46 (4/ 1 /76) 'DYLOFLX MOD 











mer incr  incr  lncr 
C A  CD" C 
DUrigid 'elastic Dorigid  CD  %Aastic cDq rlgld . . CDA qelastic 
incr  incr.  incr 
. C r lgld "%lastic '"trigid 
incr  incr. 
c 
C C I 'Origid Yoelastic "'$rigid Pelastic rlgld :
I incr incr 
I 'Orisid Pelastic cQtrigid CRA Pelastic  %gidC CR C 
I incr  incr 








A-52b (4/1/76) DYLOFLX MOD 
N Number of symmetric  external  structural (ESIC) degrees of freedom; 
i.e., 6, and  dx  for  each  node  (the  dy  component is not  retained) 
A Number of antisymmetric external structural (ESIC) degrees of freedom; 
ix.,  dy  for  each  node  (the d, and d, components  are not retained) 
NACS Number of antisymmetric active control surfaces A 
NACS Number of symmetric active control surfaces 
0 
0 Matrix directory 
Informs  the user or  programmer  where  information on the  definition  or  formulation 
of the  matrices can be found, viz, equation  number in volume I and  flowchart 
number in volume 111. The  equation  numbers  from  volume I identify  the  equations 
where  the  matrices  are first introduced. A complete  description  and  definition of 
the  matrices usually involves the  text of volume I ,  both  preceding  and  following  the 
cited  equation.  The  Table of Contents in volume I is detailed  and will aid the  reader 
in finding  related  details of a specific  matrix (e.g., the  matrix [CPM ] of  table B-l is 
defined by equation (3.4-  167) in section 3.4.7. I of volume 1; and  the  reader is 
directed to  sections 3.4.4,  3.4.5, and 3.4.6) 
S 
Some  matrices  appearing in table B-l have n o  volume I equation  number  cited. 
These  matrices  arc  defined by the  equations  appearing in the  flowcharts  and  they 
will be found  to be solely defined in the  flowcharts. 
The program  in  which the  matrix is created is also shown. 
0 lnterprogram file name 
Name of the  magnetic  tape  containing  the  matrix.  This  applies  only  to  matrices 
involved  in interprogram  transfer. 
0 Printout available 
Indicates  whether  a  matrix  may  be  printed  or  not. 
0 Description 
Brief comment  on  the  nature of the  matrix. 
B-4 (4/ 1 /76) DYLOFLX MOD 
TABLE B- 1.-Continued 
Matr ix  
d28 











I S I C  
I S I C  
I S I C  
ESIC 
I S I C  
ESIC 
I S I C  
m c  
ISIC 
ESIC 






N A ~  
N A ~  
9 . 3 - 7 4  
9 . 3 - 7 4  
9 . 3 - 7 5  
9 . 3 - 7 5  
9 . 3 - 7 5  
9.3-51 




0 . 3 - 7  
6.3-14 
8 . 3 - 7  
6.3-14 
0 . 3 - 7  
6.3-14 
8.3-7 
6 . 3 - 9  
8 . 3 - 4  
- 
- 
no. q u a t   i o n  













5 . 7 . 1 4  
4 . 3 - 2 0 '  






a T h e  u s e r  may p r i n t  t h e  p a t r i x  o n l y  d u r i n g  e x e c u t i o n  o f  SDCSS 
M a t r i x  i s  c r e a t e d  e x t e r n a l  t o  FLEXSTAB when i n p u t  v i a  NASTAP 
program 
I n t e r -  










































D e s c r i p t i o n  
b n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  m a t r i x  
: o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  m a t r i x  
: o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  s t e a d y  d e r o d y M a i c  c.g. forcer 
i n  e q u a t i o n s  o f  m o t i o n  
: o e f f i c i e n t s  of u n s t e a d y  a e r o d y m m i e  C.g. 
f o r c e s  e q u a t i o n s  of m o t i o n  
C o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  m o d a l  d e f l e c t i o n s  i n e q u a t i o n t  
o f  m o t i o n  
C o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  m o d a l  v e l o c i t y  i n  e q u a t i o n s  
of m o t i o n  
C o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  modal a c c e l e r a t i o n  i n  e q u a -  
t i o n s  o f  m o t i o n  
I n t e r m e d i a t e  m a t r i x  
I n t e r m e d i a t e  m a t r i x  
C o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  m t r i x  
C o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  u t r i x  
U n c W t r J n e d  f l e x l b i l l t y  matr ix  
U n c o n t r a i n e d   f l e x i b i l i t y  matrix 
U n c o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  matrix 
U n c o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  matr ix  
C e n t e r  of g r a v i t y  of c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
The a n n t i s y n m e t r i c  s ta t ic  a n d  dynmic 
c o n t r o l  s u r f a c e  d e r i v a t i v e s  
T h e  s y m m e t r i c  s t a t i c  and d y n m i c  






A I C  
A I  C 
A I  C 
A I  C 
A I C  
A I C  
A I  C 
A I C  



























5 . 3 4  
8 . 3 4  
s .3-s  
7.3-8 
7.3-8 
8 . 3 - 8  

















3 . 4 - 2 2 6  
3.4-37 
- 






SESTP - SICTP3 
6.3-2 SICTP3 






4.3-197(  SICTPl 






















S lende r  Body s o u r c e  p r e s s u r e  C o e f f i c i e n t  
m t r i x  
Slender  Body s o u r c e  p r e s s u r e  C O e f f k i W I t  
matrix 
L i f t i n 8  p r e s s u r e  c o e f f i c e n t  matrix 
L i f t i n g  p r e s s u r e  c o e f f i c i e n t  matrix 
L i f t i n g  p r e s r u r e  c o e f f i c i e n t  r a t r i x  
P r e s s u r e  c o e f f i c i e n t  w t r i x  d u e  t o  c o n s t a n t .  
sources on Thin Bodies 
P r e s s u r e  c o e f f i c i e n t  n a t r i x  d u e  t o  c o n s t a n t  
Sources on Thin Bodies 
P r e s s u r e  c o e f f i c i e n t  m a t r i x  d u e  to l i n e a r l y  
varying sources  on Thin Bodies  
varying sources  on Thin Bodies  
P res su re  coe f f i c i en t  ma t r ix  due  t o  l i n e a r l y  
U n c o n s t r a i n e d  r e s i d u a l  f l e x i b i l i t y  r a t r i x  duc 
t o  gyroscopic  couples  
U n c o n s t r a i n e d  r e s i d u a l  f l e x i b i l i t y  u t r i x  duc 
to  gy roscop ic  coup les  
u n c o n s t r a i n e d  r e s i d u d l  f l e x i b i l i t y  matrix 
U n c o n s t r a i n e d  r e s i d u a l  f l e x i b i l i t y  u t r i x  
The m t i r y m e t r i c  c o n t r o l  s u r f a c e  
n m e s  
The r p e t r i c   c o n t r o l  surface names 
C o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  m a t r i x  (not cur ren t11  
used)  
C o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y m t r i r  ( n o t  C U I T e n t l Y  
used)  
C o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  matrix 
C o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  matrix 
U n c o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  u t r i r  dus  t o  
gyrpscopic   couples  
U n c o n s t r a i n e d  f l e x i b i l i t y  matrix due t o  
gyroscopic  couples  
'The user may p r i n t  t h e  m t r i x  o n l y  d u r i n g  e x e c u t i o n  of SDCSS 
I 






ngineer inl  
symbol 






S D C S S  
A I C  
S D C S S  
S D C S S  
S D C S S  
S D C S S  
S D C S S  
S D C S S  
S D C S S  
SDCSS 
SDCSS 
S D k S  
smss 
A I C  
A I C  
SDbSS 
AIC 




















9 . 3 - 5 9  
5 . 3 - 2  























I n t e r -  

























P r i n t o u t  

























Deer r ip t ion  
General ized aerodyMmic modal  force matrix 
General ized aerodynamic modal force UtriX. 
G e n e r a l i z e d  a e r o d y M m i c  m d d l  force m a t r i x  
due  t o  m d a l  d e f l e c t i o n  
d u e  t o  w d a l  v e l o c i t y  
Generalized aerodynamic modal force U t r i X  
due t o  modal a c c e l e r a t i o n  
Genera l i zed  derOdynamiC modal force u t r i r  
S l e n d e r  Body s o u r c e  s t r e n g t h  U t r i X  
Nonc i r cu la r  S l ende r  Bo y camber 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  ? n o t  c u r r e n t l y  w e d )  
Nonc i rcu la r  S l ende r  Body Camber 
t , r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  ( n o t  c u r r e n t l y  u r d )  
Nonc i r cu la r  S l ende r  Body camber 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  ( n o t  c u r r e n t l y  urd) 
Nonc i rcu la r  S l ende r  Body camber 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  ( n o t  c u r r e n t l y  u s e d )  
f o r c e  m a t r i x  d u e  Y i n c i d e n c e  r a t e  
Uns teady  gus t  genera l ized  aerody- ic  m o b . :  
f o r c e  m a t r i x  d u e  Y i nc idence  rate 
Gust  genera l ized  modal  force  v t r i x  
due t o  i n c i d e n c e  
Gus t  g tne rd l iZed  moda l  fo rce  ma t r ix  
due  t o  inc idence  
Uns teady  gus t  gene ra l i zed  AerodyMdC wd.1 
Speed change matr ix  
mot ion  de r iva t ives  
The a n t i s y m m e t r i c  s t a t i c  and dynamic 
mot ion  de r iva t ives  
The s y m e t r i c  s t a t i c  and dynamic 
Th in  Body c o n s t a n t  s o u r c e  s t n n c t h  utrh 
Thin  Body l i n e d r l y  v a r y i n g  source 
s t r e n g t h   m a t r i x  
Matrix of surface area reciprocals 
T h i c k n e s s  i n c i d e n c e  matrix d u e  t o  
b c h  change 
Th ickness  inc idence  u t r i x  
Lumped mass t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  utrir  for 
i n d e p e n d e n t  e l a s t i c  t r a n s l a t i o n  
Lumped m a s s  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  for 









TABLE C.3- 1-AMMP SUBPROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS 
Purpose 
To check the matrix or data set being  generated  against 
the list that the user  has  designated to be OUTPUT onto 
the program output tape. 
To return the  number (not the 110 unit number) in a scratch unit name. 
For example the integer 2 is returned from the  name SCRATCHOZ. 
To clear (zero) the AMMP tables  and to initialize option codes  used by 
routines of the AMMP and MOP packages. 
To assign  an I10 unit and  logical file position to a matrix about to be 
created. 
To print a summary  of  the information contained in the AMMP tables. 
To find and  locate a matrix. 
























































To find a matrix and determine the  most efficient way to assess it. 
To  place information about previously created  matrices into the AMMP 
tables. This information includes for each matrix: 
1. Name of the matrix 
2. ID number 
3. I10 unit containing the matrix 
4. Logical file  position of the matrix. 
This information can be read from tape, disk, or  data  cards. 
To automate the out-of-core  matrix operations performed by the 
Matrix Operations Package (MOP) 
Calls 
CKSRAT 






































TABLE F-6.-SO&SSOATA CAR0  REA0  STATEMENTLOCATIONS 












Cud 1 1  
Cud 12 
C r d  13 
Cud at 14 
Cud 15 
Cud 16 





















































C r d  
N u m b  
Card 22 
Card 23 
Cud yt 24 
Cudrr 26 
Card 28 
















































































C u d n t 3 0  
Cud 40 










D A G  
DACS 
DCOMRL or 














Card  83 
Card a4 
Card  85 
Card  86 
Card  87 
Card  set 88 
Card set 89 






























Card set 95 
Card  set  96 
Card  97 
Card  98 
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